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Rebuilding evolutionary success:
Using Inscripta’s Onyx Digital Genome
Engineering Platform to ease and enhance
Adaptive Laboratory Evolution experiments
Introduction
Adaptive Laboratory Evolution (ALE) is a powerful approach to leverage biology’s evolutionary capacity to
develop strains that thrive in challenging growth environments (8), with applications to biotechnology and
bioproduction and for basic biochemical discovery (1, 2, 5, 6, 7). ALE experiments have been enabled by nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) technologies, allowing for rapid and high-throughput analysis of the genetic
diversity that arises naturally during growth selection in the desired environment. However, ALE experiments
can be time consuming and laborious and prone to technical challenges. Traditional ALE strategies require
serial dilution and harvesting cycles that can last from weeks to decades and are typically followed up by
strain construction for validation of growth phenotypes. Traditional ALE experiments are often founded
using a clonal parent strain, which can constrain available evolutionary paths and discoverable diversity by
virtue of the allowable mutations naturally accessible to that starting strain. In addition, ALE may result in a
mutational load that contains “passive” changes to the genome that limit future optimization. In this context,
new technologies capable of rapidly recapitulating discovered mutations or programming new starting
diversity could benefit ALE experimentation by accelerating the experimental workflow and providing
access to greater genetic diversity.
The Inscripta Onyx technology addresses such needs in rapid recapitulation of libraries and engineering
precisely designed starting diversity (Figure 1). As an example, we describe the use of the Inscripta Onyx
technology to rapidly recapitulate a library of 372 previously described ALE mutations (3), discovered by and
selected in collaboration with Dr. Markus Herrgård, Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability,
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Figure 1. Microbial genome
engineering workflow using
the Onyx benchtop platform.
Design: edit library is designed
using InscriptaDesigner™
software
Engineer cells: cells are
engineered using Onyx
system and Onyx genome
engineering chemistry
Genotype: cells are
genotyped using Onyx assays
Analyze and learn: results
are analyzed using
InscriptaResolver™ software
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Technical University of Denmark. We additionally generated 620 deletions, frameshifts, and mobile element
insertions as functional knockouts. To test these strains, the pooled library of edited cells was grown in
minimal media with inhibitory concentrations of p-coumaric acid or isobutyric acid. Differential growth of
all variants in the population was assessed using NGS tracking of individual barcodes, and those mutations
beneficial to growth under selective conditions were identified. Biochemical signatures quickly emerged,
such as the identification of mutational hotspots on rhoA encoding the RNA polymerase a-subunit.
Together, these data show the power of the Inscripta Onyx platform to simplify the ALE workflow and
suggest new methods to initiate ALE experiments with a precision-engineered, diversified population.

Precision-Engineering of E. coli Populations for ALE-type Selections
A curated list of 372 single-nucleotide polymorphisms, insertions, and deletions previously discovered in
ALE experiments were compiled and designed as an edit library (3, 6). Three other strain engineering libraries
were designed to target whole-gene deletions, frameshift deletions by deleting the first 46 nucleotides,
and frameshifts induced by mobile element insertions of length 35 nucleotides after nucleotide position
52 of a set of genes previously disrupted in ALE experiments. In total, 992 individual editing cassettes were
designed, each with a unique trackable oligonucleotide sequence barcode. The four genome-wide cell
libraries were constructed in E. coli strain MG1655 using Onyx technology and banked as individual stocks.
The engineered E. coli libraries were combined in equal amounts to generate a starting inoculum for
pooled cultivation experiments. Shake flasks were prepared with sterile supplemented M9 medium
containing 7.5 g/L of each of p-coumaric acid or isobutyric acid in triplicate, or 400 mM NaCl in triplicate
to control for osmotic stress. A total of six negative-control flasks were prepared as well, each containing
supplemented M9 media only, and three flasks were additionally prepared with lysogeny broth (LB). All
flasks were seeded with pooled cell library inoculum and incubated at 30oC shaking (250 rpm).

Barcode Sequencing Enables Enrichment and Depletion Analysis of Strain Variants
Plasmid DNA was isolated from the pooled cultivation samples after growth using QIAprep® miniprep
kit (QIAGEN®). Extracted plasmid pools were PCR-amplified across the region containing the sample
barcode. The amplicon was sequenced on an Illumina® MiSeq® sequencer according to the
manufacture’s guidelines. Barcode reads were mapped back to individual editing designs in the original
four libraries to establish the relative abundance of every engineered strain variant in the population within
each experimental replicate.
Spearman correlations of the barcode abundances across biological replicates indicates high
experimental reproducibility (Figure 2A). Principal component analysis of the populations by treatment
condition supports this reproducibility while demonstrating meaningful separation across test conditions
relative to both the untreated control and one another (Figure 2B).
Log2-fold change of the relative abundance of each strain was calculated for the test condition compared
against the untreated condition for each selective compound. Analysis of the strain variant enrichment and
depletion profiles across ALE, knockout, and frameshift libraries, as well as by inhibition from p-coumaric
acid or isobutyric acid, allowed for parsing the behavior of engineered strain variants within the
experimental condition.
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Figure 2. Reproducibility of biological replicate samples and variation of biological signal by treatment.
(A) Pearson correlation matrix of tested conditions and replicates. Light boxes have high correlation values and dark
boxes have lower correlation.
(B) Principal component analysis of all replicates, showing clustering of replicates by conditions, with differences
between the condition tested. COUM: p-coumaric acid, ISOB: isobutyric acid.

Novel Identification of Tolerant Strains
Analysis of the 372 previously identified mutations from ALE experiments carried out under 11 different
chemical stress conditions (3) gave a unique source of diversity to test the specific impact of any individual
mutation on tolerance. In the presence of 7.5 g/L of p-coumaric acid, 61 of the 372 mutations across 40
different open reading frames were significantly (adjusted p-value <0.001) enriched compared to their
representation in the untreated control condition (Figure 3A). In the presence of 7.5 g/L of isobutyric acid,
37 of the 372 ALE mutations across 28 open reading frames were significantly (adjusted p-value <0.001)
enriched over the control (Figure 3B).
Several of the mutations obtained in previous ALE experiments in the presence of p-coumaric acid, such as
rho being commonly mutated, were also shown here to significantly enrich during growth in p-coumaric
acid (rhoC335T and rhoC311T enriched by 7.1- and 3.2-fold over the M9 control, respectively). Additionally, in
leveraging the capacity to track specific edited strains, many additional mutations were found to provide
tolerance in the presence of chemical stress, including mutations in spoT, wzzE, and, notably in several RNA
polymerase-associated genes including rpoA, rpoB, rpoC, and rpoS (Figure 3C). Similarly, isobutyric acid
stress tolerance was also analyzed (Figure 3D). This analysis revealed a distinct profile of mutations and
yielded only a single mutation enriching in both p-coumaric acid and isobutyric acid (rpoCC3418T showing
2.5-fold enrichment in p-coumaric acid and 1.9-fold enrichment in isobutyric acid over M9 alone).
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Figure 3. Enrichment and depletion profiles for individual strains after growth in p-coumaric acid (red) or isobutyric
acid (green).
(A) Enrichment and depletion of individual genome variants mapped to chromosome coordinates with the radius
indicating the log2-enrichment over M9 for p-coumaric acid.
(B) Enrichment and depletion of individual genome variants mapped to chromosome coordinates with the radius
indicating the log2-enrichment over M9 for isobutyric acid.
(C) Volcano plot showing -log10 of adjusted P value against log2-enrichment for growth under p-coumaric acid
pressure, with more tolerant strains on the right of center. A subset of significantly enriched ORFs containing mutations
is indicated.
(D) Volcano plot showing -log10 of adjusted P value against log2-enrichment for growth under isobutyric acid pressure,
with more tolerant strains on the right of center. A subset of significantly enriched ORFs containing mutations is
indicated.
Each point is the average of at least 3 replicates. Each point is representative of a different mutation within the indicated
ORF and is the average of at least 3 replicates. COUM: p-coumaric acid, ISOB: isobutyric acid.
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New Biochemical Insights from Massive Strain Libraries
Because any given individual edit design can be tracked in the pool of edited cells, the investigator is
afforded the capability to analyze very specific biochemical questions in addition to identifying global
trends. In the ALE library examined here, the population contained eight variants of rpoA, the a-subunit of
RNA polymerase. None of these mutations provided tolerance to isobutyric acid, yet, interestingly, four of
these mutations were significantly enriched when challenged with p-coumaric acid (rpoA93insAGAGCG: 4.3-fold;
rpoAG101T: 1.6-fold; rpoAG106C: 2.3-fold; rpoAC652A: 1.7-fold) and three were significantly depleted (rpoAA818G: 4.6fold; rpoAA818T: 9.9-fold; rpoAG836T: 4.7-fold) (Figure 4A). These mutations were mapped to their respective
amino acids and onto the x-ray crystal structure of the full RNA polymerase. Strikingly, the enriched
mutations were clustered into one region of the N-terminal domain of RNA polymerase α-subunit while the
depleting mutations were clustered onto one localized region of the C-terminal domain of the α-subunit
(Figure 3B; PDB: 4JK1) (3). It is known that the N-terminal domain plays a role in dimerization and polymerase
assembly while the C-terminal domain is responsible for interacting with various transcription factors. The
results from this experiment suggest a deeper biochemical function, with localized mutations providing
protection against p-coumaric acid response. The outcome of this work suggests the broad potential
of similar recapitulation libraries to inform the structural biology of variants, and further implies that
mutational screening across multiple proteins of interest might allow for investigating localized structure/
function responses that could have applications in drug and small molecule compound screening.

Figure 4. Mapping enriching and depleting mutations under p-coumaric acid stress onto the RNA polymerase
α-subunit.
(A) All mutations of rpoA in the ALE library are shown on a volcano plot with enrichment to the right of center. These same
datapoints under isobutyric acid stress are shown in grey.
(B) Crystal structure (PDB: 4JK1; (5)) of the RNA polymerase with the α-subunit shown in wheat and locations of mutations
that impart tolerance (green) and susceptibility (red) to p-coumarin mapped.
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Summary
The ability to precisely engineer the entire genome of microorganisms at a massively parallel scale using
the Onyx platform will reshape the manner in which researchers perform experiments and generate
data sets. Here, Onyx technology was used to rapidly recapitulate ALE-derived mutations engineered
into the E. coli genome. The resulting edited cell pools were subjected to chemical stress with p-coumaric
acid or isobutyric acid and individual cell responses were tracked through barcode sequencing, showing
unique genome variants that result in chemical tolerance. These data are broadly useful in understanding
biochemical responses generally, and can be used to gain a new biochemical understanding of specifically
probed genes. The Onyx technology enables rapid and accurate recapitulation of strains identified in
ALE experiments, and further allows for generation of initial cell populations for subsequent evolution
experiments distinct from the limitations of stochastic or deterministically limiting evolutionary paths
typically accessible to ALE experiments.
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